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EliasI donâ€™t fall in love. I donâ€™t do commitments. I break hearts and crack heads.F*** them
and leave them. Thatâ€™s my rule.Until Chelsea comes running into my clubhouse and everything
changed.Sheâ€™s running for her life and Iâ€™m the last thing she needs.But every time I see
those innocent eyes.Every time I hold her in my armsâ€¦â€¦ I know for a fact:Iâ€™m going to break my
one rule.Iâ€™m going to make her MINEChelseaIâ€™m out of options and Elias Neal isnâ€™t the
answer: gorgeous, rugged and too cocky for his own damned good, heâ€™s trouble walking on two
legs.A criminal whoâ€™s not afraid to kill.A thug that makes me forget who I am.An outlaw biker
whose bed I donâ€™t want to ever leave. Because I know the moment that I doâ€¦â€¦ Iâ€™ll be
dead.Elias is a full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, no cheating, strong
language, an HEA ending and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark and disturbing themes, and
over the top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some readers
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As a romance, this book was good. As a biker story, it felt a little bit preachy. The cops are made out
to be these thugs just as bad as the criminals they're after. I didn't like that part. Loved everything
else though.

Elias is a sexy biker who hates bullies, especially the kind that hides behind a badge an gun. So he
takes an interest in Chelsea and hides her from her stalker. Loved how he made sure that she was
safe and how he wasn't afraid to take on a trigger happy cop.

Chelsea and Elias - interesting charactersBikers - good, warm, secure familyHmmmm - comment
made by Elias that I really likeTypos/grammar - unfortunately there were too many. I had to check
back to see if this was a draft copyPTSD - Wow. This was a very scary, extreme case of PTSD. I felt
like it was well written and researched.I enjoyed the unfolding tale of the drug dealer/rapist bad cop
and the motorcycle club/retired military guts who took him out.Chelsea's recovery with the
assistance of Doc and Elias support was well written.

This is the White Wolves MC series with Outlaw Guardian, Truth & Lies and The Long Ride all
together, so no cliffhangers like the smaller stories would have. I've read Outlaw Guardian before
and left my review there but not I'm rereading it from the beginning to the end to leave my
review.Twisted detective, clean biker club, PTSD, woman with a traumatic recent past. No
cliffhanger, from multi p.o.v.'s.

This was basically a MC story with a little dark romance throw in. Chelsea is a abused deeply
disturbed girl that fall into the protection of Tomas a biker and his club. If you like a book with
violence, abuse and dark romance you will probably like this book. I received a a free copy for an
honest review except the copy I received had the cover for Beast but the story for Elias?

I received a freebie copy of this book by Amy Love and was pleasantly surprised. There were a few
off points which annoyed me such as Chelsea "bouncing" into a room or Elias or Chelsea calling
each other "lover". The book dealt pretty realistically with PTSD and there was an actual plot to the
book not just a typical MC romance. Worth reading and looking for more by Amy Love.

This book deals with PTSD..I appreciate that the author didn't try and sugar coat it. And didn't just
miraculously make it all go away...it took time and hard work.Elias has been one of my favorite

Heroes. He is amazing.I don't want to do anything to spoil the book, but it touched me deeply, it was
very action packed too. Good stuff , I would highly recommend this read.

A very emotional story of a young woman on the run from an abusive situation. A well written story
full of loyal and colorful characters who help her through her journey. This story is full of tension,
action and revenge. Great reading entertainment.
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